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Reminder! Whether it be for: the contraceptive technique 
of choice, as an alternate method, concomitant usage. 
There is no brand with a better reputation than Koromex... 
over 40 years of background experience. en 
Koromex Jelly Pt 
Highly spermatocidal, clear jelly of —— ee net 
proper viscosity, readily admixes with vaginal fluids” gy —_ 

Koromex Cream iz 
Equally effective as Koromex Jelly 
but with a lower lubrication factor.* 

Koromex-A 
Potent spermicide in a special barrier base. Effective, easy to use 
as a “jelly alone” method. 125 gram tube with applicator in 

washable . fey Koromex Compact Set 
zippered case.' Eg os SF (Standard Koromex Coil 

_ 4 | Spring Diaphragm 
= So} romex Ad S | and introducer) 
— —™—™~S CDi Koro-Flex Compact 

... didiiditi(‘(‘(si«CiCiCC MSSet (Arching Koro- 
= Flex Diaphragm... 

abe 1 no introducer 
7 %» required ) 

Both the Koromex and the Koro-Flex - » 
Compact Sets.include an 8l-gram gf RN 
tube of Koromex Jelly and agit 0 MAR 
a small tube of Koromex (hcg eS » 
Cream all in zippered Uae Laz: 8040 
plastic clutch bags.Theseare “Mamas 8 
the only sets available that VM e® = "9  ™yN G 
allow your patient to try both MS 
and determine the one best suited ,. 3 

to her physiological needs. *Active ce 
ingredients: boric acid 2.0%, “™* # 
phenylmercuric acetate 0.02% in aw 
aspecial jelly or cream base. *Active 
ingredients: boric acid 2.0%, poly- 
oxyethylenenonylphenol 0.5%, phenyl- 
mercuric acetate 0.02% in a special barrier- 
type base. Starter packages and literature 
on Koromex Jelly, Koromex Cream and Koromex-A 
are available on request from Holland-Rantos Co., Inc., 
393 Seventh Ave., New York 10001. 
There’s no such thing as a 
routine product from Holland-Rantos.
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